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unt i t led 2

all only in a one   

it is not this that is not

all in one too much    not to     be contained

in thinking endlessly    is A one     in her you         and my you    

in the telling that         is no different        than the looking   

it is not like this,

is a One     
    

a something no longer,    

        endlessly      
 

          much separate in              containing no                   different that

filling out                  so to think                    on no longer
  

 in no my you     in no different you      and    for every thinking        
a something no longer,

          endlessly

 



press / Gunja

        fi lling out       so to think in         

not like this

so something no longer

     in a   thinking not in. 

making for yourself      a you      

a no you     to not

it is not this That is not. 

Nothing in having yourself       so to not Have yourself

there in a       no spacing      between a you

fi lling out  

a     no think in you 

It is not like this   

nothing to do with           in you different  

yourself  take from

            in a something no longer,

                      endlessly 



press / Gunja

a     no think in you

nothing to do       In you

             the you is       Nothing to do 

nothing in Half  yourself           so to not have yourself

there in a       no spacing      between a you 

in a      thinking on it

            is most like this

            in separate much          no containing             that different

a no longer                         in a something,

                    endlessly 

nothing to do       In you 

to have yourself

endlessly, 
   a precise      Where not 

 This that is not no longer

nothing to do                  

      the you that you take yourself



press / Gunja

unt i t led 1

If  life is  
                                                                                 then it can not 

                    but a constant is 

If  life is 
      then the word,                                                             it can not

                          

                     but a vague no where.

                       
Let me say  

                more than what I can say 

most beautiful false                     

  

                       only appearing 

                       as an everything.          

                    
distance bringing closer
                      
                         to the grandest lie,  life. 



press / Gunja

      if  life is                
                                                                              then body is
                          

                                                                                       a precise no where. 

 your who, goes out in world.

                                                                   it can not.

                                                   

                                                                but deprived of  an it 

my who, come out me 
                                                 in most beautiful false 

                  If  body is

                      

          all in a self  not here yet 

Let me say  

                more than what I can say 

If  body is,

          
then life,                                                     in everywhere else. 

                    


